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Abstract
Black holes can be practically located (e.g. in numerical simulations) by trapping hori-
zons, hypersurfaces foliated by marginal surfaces, and one desires physically sound
measures of their mass and angular momentum. A generically unique angular mo-
mentum can be obtained from the Komar integral by demanding that it satisfy a
simple conservation law. With the irreducible (Hawking) mass as the measure of
energy, the conservation laws of energy and angular momentum take a similar form,
expressing the rate of change of mass and angular momentum of a black hole in terms
of fluxes of energy and angular momentum, obtained from the matter energy tensor
and an effective energy tensor for gravitational radiation. Adding charge conserva-
tion for generality, one can use Kerr-Newman formulas to define combined energy,
surface gravity, angular speed and electric potential, and derive a dynamical version
of the so-called “first law” for black holes. A generalization of the “zeroth law” to
local equilibrium follows. Combined with an existing version of the “second law”,
all the key quantities and laws of the classical paradigm for black holes (in terms of
Killing or event horizons) have now been formulated coherently in a general dynamical
paradigm in terms of trapping horizons.
1 Komar integral and twist: J [ψ], ω S
H
ξ
ψ
A 1-parameter family of topologically spherical spatial surfaces S
locally forms a foliated hypersurface H .
A generating vector ξa = (∂/∂x)a generates the constant-x surfaces S,
and can be taken to be normal, habξ
b = 0,
where hab is the induced metric of S.
The Komar integral is [Komar 1959]
J [ψ] = − 1
16π
∮
S
∗ǫab∇aψb,
where ǫab is the antisymmetric 2-form of the normal space
and ∗1 =
√
deth dθ ∧ dφ is the area form of S.
One can take null coordinates x± for the normal space,
labelling the outgoing and ingoing null hypersurfaces passing through each S.
Then ǫab = e
2ϕ(dx+a dx
−
b − dx−a dx+b ) in terms of a normalization function e−2ϕ = −gabdx+a dx−b .
For a transverse vector ψa, habψ
b = ψa, the Komar integral can be rewritten as
J [ψ] =
1
8π
∮
S
∗ψaωa
where ωc =
1
2
e2ϕhbc(dx
+
a∇adx−b − dx−a∇adx+b ) = 12e2ϕhbc[dx+, dx−]b is the twist,
measuring the non-integrability of the normal space [Hayward 1993].
The twist is invariant under relabelling x± → x˜±(x±) and therefore is an invariant of H
unless ξa becomes null, so the twist expression for J [ψ] is also an invariant of H .
The gauge dependence of the Komar integral for a single S is fixed by H .
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2 Uniqueness: ψ
Assume that the axial vector ψa has vanishing transverse divergence, Daψ
a = 0,
where Da is the covariant derivation of hab.
Then J [ψ] can be defined equivalently in terms of other normal fundamental forms
differing by a gradient, ωa 7→ ωa +Daλ.
There are several such expressions, though they are gauge-dependent, fixing ϕ = 0
[Brown & York 1993, Ashtekar, Beetle & Lewandowski 2001, Ashtekar & Krishnan 2002, Booth & Fairhurst 2004].
To obtain a conservation law for angular momentum, expressing LξJ [ψ] (Lie derivative),
it is natural to propagate ψa along ξa by Lξψ
a = 0 [Gourgoulhon 2005].
There is a commutator identity Lξ(Daψ
a)−Da(Lξψa) = ψaDaθξ for any normal vector ξa
and transverse vector ψa, where θξ is the expansion along ξ
a, ∗θξ = Lξ(∗1).
So ψaDaθξ = 0.
This is automatic if Daθξ = 0, as in spherical symmetry or along a null trapping horizon.
However, for generic H , one expects Daθξ 6= 0 almost everywhere.
The hairy ball theorem states that a continuous vector field (Daθξ)
must vanish somewhere on a sphere; however,
a generic situation is that the curves γ ⊂ S of constant θξ
form a smooth foliation of circles with two poles.
S
γ ψ
Assuming so, ψa must be tangent to γ.
Then one can find a unique ψa, up to sign, in terms of the unit tangent vector ψˆa
and arc length ds along γ: ψa = ψˆa
∮
γ
ds/2π.
Then the angular momentum becomes unique up to sign, J [ψ] = J .
The sign is naturally fixed by J > 0 (if J 6= 0) and continuity of ψa.
For an axisymmetric space-time with axial Killing vector ψa, one has Daψ
a = 0.
Assuming that ξa respects the symmetry, 0 = Lψξ
a = −Lξψa,
so the above construction, if unique, yields the correct ψa.
For example, consider a Kerr space-time in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ),
with S given by constant (t, r) and ξa = (∂/∂r)a.
If ma 6= 0, Daθξ is a certain function of θ (and r),
non-zero except at the poles and equator (and isolated values of r),
so that a unique continuous ψa exists, ψa = (∂/∂φ)a.
3 Conservation: Θ
S
H
τ
ξIntroduce the normal vector τa dual to ξa:
habτ
b = 0, gabτ
aξb = 0, gabτ
aτb = −gabξaξb.
Its expansion θτ is given by ∗θτ = Lτ (∗1).
There is a simple expression for the rate of change of angular momentum if ψaDaθτ = 0,
which is generally inconsistent with the above constraint ψaDaθξ = 0.
However, it is consistent:
(i) along a null H , τa = ξa [Damour 1978];
(ii) along a trapping horizon H , |θτ | = |θξ| [Ashtekar & Krishnan, Booth & Fairhurst, Gourgoulhon];
(iii) along uniformly expanding flows, Daθξ = Daθτ = 0 [Hayward 1994].
The expression is
LξJ = −
∮
S
∗
(
Tia − h
jkDkσaij
16π
)
ψiτa
where Tab is the matter energy tensor, so that Tiaψ
iτa is an angular momentum density,
and σaij is the shear form, the traceless part of the second fundamental form of S,
σ±ij = h
k
i h
l
jL±hkl − 12hijhklL±hkl, where L± are Lie derivatives along the null normals.
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Then one can identify the transverse-normal block
Θi± = − 1
16π
hjkDkσ±ij
of an effective energy tensor Θab for gravitational radiation.
The normal-normal block (Θ±±, Θ±∓) occurs in the energy conservation law [Hayward 2004],
with energy densities Θ±± = ||σ±||2/32π of ingoing and outgoing gravitational radiation,
recovering the Bondi energy flux at null infinity
and the Isaacson energy density for high-frequency linearized gravitational waves.
It seems that gravitational radiation is encoded in null shear σ±ij ,
and that differential shear has angular momentum density Θi±ψ
i.
Then conservation of angular momentum takes the same form
LξJ = −
∮
S
∗(Tab +Θab)ψaτb
as conservation of energy [Hayward 2004]
LξM =
∮
S
∗(Tab +Θab)kaτb
for the Hawking mass M along a trapping horizon or a uniformly expanding flow,
where ka is the normal dual of ∇aR, area A = ∮
S
∗1 defining R by A = 4πR2.
4 Averagely conserved currents and charges: j{M,J,Q}
For an electromagnetic field, charge Q and charge-current density jQ are related by
[Q] = −
∫
H
∗(jaQτa) ∧ dx = −
∫
H
∗ˆjaQτˆa
where the first expression holds for H of any signature and the second for spatial H ,
∗ˆ1 being the proper volume element and τˆa the unit normal vector.
The surface-integral form is
LξQ = −
∮
S
∗jaQτa.
The above conservation laws can be written in the same form
LξM = −
∮
S
∗jaMτa, LξJ = −
∮
S
∗jaJτa
by defining
(jM )
a = −(T ab +Θab)kb, (jJ )a = (T ab +Θab)ψb.
The physical interpretation of the components is
jM = (energy density, energy flux),
jJ = (angular momentum density, angular stress).
jQ = (charge density, current density),
For spatial ξ,
∮
S
∗(jM , jJ , jQ)aξa = (power, torque, current),
−(jM , jJ , jQ)aτa = (energy density, angular momentum density, charge density).
Local charge conservation takes the form ∇ajaQ = 0.
For energy and angular momentum, one has only quasi-local conservation laws:
∮
S
∗∇ajaM =
∮
S
∗∇ajaJ = 0.
Then jM and jJ are averagely conserved.
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5 Laws of black-hole dynamics: E, (κ,Ω,Φ)
There are now three conserved quantities (M,J,Q), as for a Kerr-Newman black hole.
One can use the Kerr-Newman formula for the ADM energy to define an energy
E =
√
((2M)2 +Q2)2 + (2J)2
4M
for each marginal surface in a trapping horizon, where R = 2M .
Then surface gravity
κ =
(2M)4 − (2J)2 −Q4
2(2M)3
√
((2M)2 +Q2)2 + (2J)2
,
angular speed
Ω =
J
M
√
((2M)2 +Q2)2 + (2J)2
and electric potential
Φ =
((2M)2 +Q2)Q
2M
√
((2M)2 +Q2)2 + (2J)2
can be defined by thermostatic-style formulas
κ = 8π
∂E
∂A
=
1
4M
∂E
∂M
, Ω =
∂E
∂J
, Φ =
∂E
∂Q
.
There follows a dynamic version of the “first law of black-hole mechanics”:
LξE =
κ
8π
LξA+ΩLξJ +ΦLξQ,
really analogous to the Gibbs equation.
In energy-tensor form,
LξE =
∮
S
∗ ((Tab +Θab)Kaτb − ΦjbQτb)
where Ka = 4Mκka − Ωψa reduces to the stationary Killing vector on a Kerr-Newman black hole.
For J ≪M2 and Q≪M ,
E ≈M + 1
2
IΩ2 + 1
2
Q2/R
where J = IΩ defines the moment of inertia
I = M
√
((2M)2 +Q2)2 + (2J)2 = ER2.
Thus E ≥M can be interpreted as a combined energy, including the irreducible mass M ,
rotational kinetic energy ≈ 1
2
IΩ2 and electrostatic energy ≈ 1
2
Q2/R.
Energy E −M can be extracted by Penrose-type processes, while LξM ≥ 0,
assuming NEC, by the area law LξA ≥ 0 for black holes [Hayward 1994], cf. “second law”.
Local equilibrium: (jM , jJ , jQ)
aτa = 0⇒ (M,J,Q) constant ⇒ κ constant, cf. “zeroth law”.
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